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Welcome to “Beautiful & Powerful Statements”!

This exhibit opening 2017 seems particularly timely. Art that incorporates text…art that
presents a powerful message…art that reminds us of the beauty around us… and the glory
of what it means to be a free human person: All of these are the images of the day.
The nearly 70 works of art by 33 artists presented in this exhibit speak to current,
common concerns, from overtly political ones to those that reflect on the ideas of great
thinkers and religious writers throughout history.
Since many of the pieces include text in a language other than English, we thought it would
be valuable for our visitors to have a written explanation / translation in hand as they
moved from work to work. We are so grateful our artists were willing to collaborate with
us to produce this catalogue by each preparing their own page. What amazing and diverse
creative gifts we have here!
We invite you, our visitors, to take time with the art in this exhibit. Return. Bring friends.
Bring children. Allow the work…words and images…to sift into your being. Respond in
the Registry.
We are beginning to plan the programming for this exhibit. We hope it will be one of the
best. Get on our e-mailing list and check the gallery website regularly to be aware of the
details and date for that event.
We hope this exhibit becomes a memorable one for you.

Linda Vonderschmidt-LaStella
Director
Nails in the Wall, the Gallery at St. Luke’s

Seth Apter
PO Box 2036 New York, NY 10021

www.sethapter.com

Oxide, 12” x 12”, mixed media, 2012, $495
A shadow is a trace, a reflection and a faint indication of the real
thing. In a manner of speaking, the face we show the world is but a
shadow of our innermost and true selves. Like an x-ray, this piece
speaks to the part of me that reflects my being, my core, and my
truth - changing with time, altered by experience, and aging with
every breath I take.

Contents, 10” x 10”, mixed media,
2015, $550

Ancient History, 12” x12”,
Mixed Media, 2015, $795

From my ongoing Passages series, these pieces use found and vintage objects to meditate on history.
They reflect on the changes that occur with the passage of time and the impact of our experiences on
our selves. The many small details in each piece, each with a history all its own, speak to the fact that
the life we live is multi-layered and made up of the sum of our past, present and future.

“Post- Truth

Apocalypse”
Amy Brooks, 2016
$750

This piece was conceived during the months leading up to the 2016 presidential election. I had
been thinking about how the country was becoming ridiculously polarized with clumps of
people with homogeneous opinions becoming the norm; social media had become an echo
chamber of people screaming their opinions as facts.
In this spirit, I was looking at red, white and blue murrine I had created in a glass workshop over
the summer and realized that ones that had been made at one part of the pull were similar to
each other but quite different from the others made earlier or later. I started grouping them and
got a vision of a flag that seemed to me reflective of our current political climate. I created the
white glass background of the flag to have holes gaping in it where the pockets of unified
murrine could huddle together.
The steel portion of the piece is made from old pitch forks placed, literally, as Left and Right
hands. The steel threads of the flag are twisted and caught around the fingers as they pull apart
the fabric of our democracy.

Hamide Cogenli
+1 732 429 0202

muzehhibetul@hotmail.com

Somerset, NJ

First work is a combination of Arabic calligraphy with English
Translation “This too shall pass” Meaning: It is a call to
patience, perseverance and acceptance since nothing lasts
forever and a bird drawing called Hoopoe. The bird was
seeking help to be less afraid during its journey. It is long
journey and requires patience, perseverance as mention in
the Arabic script.

Second work is coming from Mogul India, early 17th
century. In medieval Islam, the Socratic figure of
Reason riding ‘the multiform, many-headed
monster’ became associated with Solomon as ideal
cosmic monarch. Such composite grotesques appear
in Persianate art toward mid-sixteenth century,
roughly a half-century after Renaissance Europe.
Grotesque compositions of this sort, where a demon
instead of Solomon rides the composite mount (an
elephant, horse, or camel) proved increasingly
popular in seventeenth and eighteenth century
Islamicate India.
Third work is great example to traditional figures in Islamic art.
These figues are usually performed on a paper called muraqqa
and Engaaging in this interplay between foreground and
background makes one think about the connectedness of the
natural world and in some ways one begins go view this
particular art as a microcosm of the world itself. And then
there is this idea of perfection; every shape, every line, every
brushstroke, aspires to be perfect –even though perfection can
never be achieved. With this work Hamide tried to perform
traditional figures with hot woodburning tools but the feeling is
the same with regular muraqqa paper.

Lauren Curtis
http://laurencurtisart.weebly.com
forestwalker333@hotmail.com
P.O. Box 193, Franklin Park, NJ 08823
732-501-0467

Steampunk Time Box aka The Secret Subconscious
Lucky Number Oracle Box
****************************************************************
****************************************************************
I’ve always been fascinated by the Victorian Era; the architecture &
furniture, clothes, sepia photographs, traditions, etc. Add that to my
interest in artifacts, sci-fi & fantasy lore, and a fascination with words
& their origins/meanings and you have the creation of The Steampunk Time
Box! This 3D piece consists of mixed media, text-based & collage artwork
juxtaposed with found & purchased metal findings & other objects to create
a “magical box” that can transport you throughout time
via vintage means.
The box is meant to be a sort of metaphysical game that plays with the
theory of time travel & free association through word and number play. I
felt that the Steampunk genre was perfect for this as it incorporates the
anachronism of science fiction,
modern invention created through antiquated means
(the technology cannot surpass the early 1900’s).
This, in itself, crosses timelines by incorporating modern, ancient and
Victorian elements to form its own symbolism. The number 3 is repeated as
it holds spiritual meaning across many belief systems, and holds special,
powerful meaning to me. When you open the box, you’ll find pouches
containing word cards that you can mix and match to free associate with to
connect you to guiding messages. It’s meant to be a play on a word
oracle…almost related to the Tarot, Ouija board, I-Ching, etc….a game
meant to tap into subconscious messages
through art and words…enjoy!

I
W i l l
G i v e
H i m
t h e
L e t t e r s
A s s e m b l a g e
b y
S a r a l e e
H o w a r d
Price: $325
Materials: Antique type tray; type; paint brushes; cardboard; wood and acrylic

This assemblage is based on a traditional Chasidic story speaking of an uneducated Jew
wanting to pray but unable to speak Hebrew. The man simply repeats the Hebrew alphabet
over and over again. Pressed to explain, he says: "The Holy One, Blessed is He, knows what
is in my heart. I will give Him the letters, and He can put the words together." Many subtle
and not so subtle reminders of prayer and artistic creation are embedded in this
assemblage--the Hebrew word for “sin” is enclosed within the orangish wood circle; the
Hebrew word for “flesh” is found on the tiny feet on the right lower corner of the piece.
The chanter of the alphabet trusted God to make the letters into the true words of his
heart; I trust God to make the flotsam and jetsam of my artistic endeavors into the true
words of my heart. Blessed is He who allows me the joy of artistic creation and the solace
of prayer.
Saralee Howard
301 West McConnell St., St. Johns, MI 48879/Cell: 517-285-6819
Website: saraleehoward.com Email: 301ourtown@gmail.com

Beryl Koblin
219 Woodbridge Ave
Metuchen, NJ 08840

Telephone: (732) 549-1970
Email: bejaknits@gmail.com

I am drawn to color, texture and movement. Fibers capture all of these,
individually and collectively. Weaving has allowed me to experiment with varied
frames, materials and shapes.
In my Untold Stories, each of the materials used has a story. The book page is made
of cotton yarn from a dear friend’s mother who can no longer knit, the “writing” is
wool yarn from baseballs collected, washed and gently wound by another close
friend, the glasses were found on the streets of Metuchen by my eagle-eyed loving
husband, and the lenses are fishing line from my long-passed father’s tackle. I
invite the viewer to build their own story.

Untold Stories
Media: Cotton yarn, baseball wool windings, glasses and nylon fishing line
$150

The Horse as Hostage
Judith Mazzucco
2015, Mixed media, 3’x 4’
$450.

The obstacles between the horse and
domestication were many, but were eventually
overcome. The horse has been man’s partner in
survival, transportation, work, sport, social
interaction, art and literature, war and conquest.
There is no other animal in the annals of history that has impacted mankind the way the horse has. However,
humans constantly obstruct the horse’s natural sensibilities, needs and desires by putting man’s convenience
and financial gain before the horses’ primal needs. Traditionally the horse has been the feel-good icon of the
Garden State; presently however, the horse is now a pawn caught in a tug of war between various moneyed
interests, making him politically charged. These moneyed interests are holding the horse and his support
systems hostage. The entire horse industry of the Garden State is in the midst of a downward spiral, causing a
domino effect for all who are involved with horses. There are no more monetary breeders’ incentives. Hence
the breeders leave the state. The breeding farms close. Racetracks close. Training centers close. The
veterinarians and farriers leave, following the horses. The feed stores close. The hay fields become housing
developments. Horses leave the Garden State, some go to neighboring states, and others go to neighboring
countries for slaughter.
Judith Mazzucco
57 Backbone Hill Road, Clarksburg, NJ 08510 USA
732-780-7235 (home) 732-275-4288 (cell)
lucjean@verizon.net
www.judymazzucco.com

Nancy J. Ori
908-790-8820
www.nancyorifineart.com nancyori@comcast.net
“I have been working on new ways of exploring the natural landscape and manmade objects. Through simplification, my newest work is moving me into a
world of abstraction to explore design, light and color. In this case, I am using
characters as symbols or to create a pattern within the design of the image
space. I do not know what it says so for me it becomes a decorative design
element.
Using the close up lens or the extreme telephoto, I have found mysteries in both
the views of small things as well as small parts of a big scene. Both lenses use
the same process of magnification to amplify the proportions of form. I use the
macro lens to reveal magical small compositions I did not notice before. I use
the capabilities of the telephoto lens to flatten and crop into a big view. I am still photographing within the
natural and man-made environments that I have become known for, but am now abstracting what I see with also
totally new way of presenting the images. My shooting style has changed and what I am interested in capturing
has changed. I now look for more isolated things that can be put together to create more of a story in the
viewers mind.
For the past several years I have been
working in a more mixed media mode.
I am using collage, image transfers and
layering of images. In this piece, I am
using a layering technique of adding
images on top of each other with
multiple printing. This piece has three
images on it that required running the
paper through the printer three times
with a different image being printed
each time. I enjoy working with
positive and negative space to plan out
the way the images will overlap and am
taking my images to a more conceptual
level that leaves it more open to
interpretation by the viewer.
Zen Photo: $150

Nancy Ori, owner of New Jersey Media Center, has been a professional photographer for over 40
years shooting events, portraits and products. During that time she also established herself as one of
the premier instructors and fine art exhibitors in the state. She is the Founder and Director of the NJ
Photography Forum, a group that has been meeting since 1993 for critiques of images and
opportunities for exhibitions.
For information about print purchases and upcoming workshops, visit her websites or contact her
directly: nancyori@comcast.net 908-790-8820 www.nancyoriworkshops.com

Adam Padavano

Highland Park, NJ adampadavano@gmail.com 732-773-6858

Wound, 5.5"x3"x3" baseballs, thread, $300

Characters, 4.5"x1.5"x1.5" ink, breath mints, bottle, cork, $200

It is one thing to find something, and it is another to do something with it.
In the case of Wound, I encountered partially unstitched baseballs on
separate occasions. Although they no longer serve as sporting goods,
they find each other held together by one baseball’s stitching and
common household thread.
If I enjoyed the taste of mint more than I do, I may not have drawn on the
breath mints I call Characters. Two common images in my drawings
are faces and figures. I enjoy challenge of applying ink to such small
and curved surfaces. It is a way of pushing my limits of line control while
experimenting with the possibilities of Art and food.
While removing the intended functions of a ball that can be thrown
and a breath mint that can be tasted, I add new possibilities, such as
connections and personalities.

Adam Padavano 2017

artpaxton@verizon.net
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Buzz Words
A key found material used in Buzz actually found me. A couple years ago, dead bees appeared on the bedroom
window sill and on our bed. I soon realized I had been living in harmonious proximity with bald-faced hornets as
well as bees. A venomous brood had set up shop a few feet from our front door. Fortunately, it was fall and the
nest had been abandoned. Now, the bees are settled in hardened wax, where hornet nest paper, with its ridges,
subtle patterns and mahogany color lends a grounding weight to my airy encaustic landscape.
As encaustic medium is mostly beeswax, these bees may be seen as enjoying a home-coming, or a return to the
womb, as it were. Encaustic painting – pigment held in wax (often with a hardening additive) has been around for
centuries, but my treatment recalls the natural process of an insect trapped and preserved in amber. Indeed, Buzz
may be viewed as a memento mori, reminding us there’s a limit to our short flight in the sun. Consider a colony’s
cycle of death and apparent rebirth, and contemplate found elements resulting from deep social bonds, selfless
industry, and long-honed adaptation to the environment. But remember: danger lurks nearby.

Good Kiss Spot
Good Kiss Spot was encountered on a walk in Prague, Czech Republic. The light had achieved a lower, clarifying
angle, the selfie-stick crowds had clustered elsewhere, and I was mesmerized by the city’s beauty. A stunning
elevated view had recently given way to a serene walled walkway drawing us back down the hill. I saw “This is A
Good Kiss Spot” (English words!) on a wall and wondered: was this mysterious message a call to action, a
provocation, or youthful jest? That it was stamped or spray painted through a stencil suggests it might appear
elsewhere, but this was my only viewing of it. Was the message encouraging a passing peck on the cheek? I was
aware of Prague’s provocative sculptor David Cerny, and considered a more erotic interpretation of the pinkish
openings in the wall’s outer skin. Ten minutes earlier I beheld a vista of the medieval city, glorious, indeed
romantic, in the late afternoon light. Yet this ”Good Kiss” area - lower and in shadow - was most notable for its
proximity to a church. And that church was next to a walled orchard: an Eden of calamitous apples?
Blind to the “Kiss” suggestion, I reached not for my wife, but for my camera, and as can happen, I later saw in the
photo what I missed in the moment. Having waited for a several people to pass, I made the exposure and later
saw I accidentally captured one person - as indicated by his timeless robe and sash - a monk, or man of the cloth.
It’s all a mystery.
Arthur Paxton

Buzz

Good Kiss Spot

$1500.00

$450.00

Anthony Santella
anthony.santella@gmail.com

Three drawings from my 2015 drawing a day series.
During 2015 I created a finished drawing every day. As personal and world crises unfolded the ritual of drawing
each day was a source of comfort and the idea of true seeing was a frequent subject. A number of these images
were ink sketches created on top of course notes for a graduate school class from more than a decade ago
Robust Computer Vision. Given my preoccupation with sight and trauma something was often compelling about
the juxtaposition of minimal, sometimes ambiguous, imagery and equations with largely forgotten significance.
All proceeds from the sale of work from this project will be donated to Catholic Relief Services.

Day 214: Quiet Dove (Reminder You are Now Conditioned on Data), ink on course notes, $250
Day 125: Rebirth (No Assumptions), ink on course notes, $250
Day 281: Vision (Without Robust Methods Get Weirdness from These Issues), ink on course notes, $250

Ruth Schreiber
Artist’s Book: Biblical Women

Love Letter

hand-painted watercolor and
ink on watercolor paper, 10
sheets
each 8x19.7 inches

This is part of an ongoing project named for a
quotation from the Psalms: “And do not
forsake your mother’s teaching” (Psalms 1,8)
in which I am focusing on strong women in
the Jewish Bible. This derives from a sense
that it is men who are usually offered as
models to emulate, as leaders and heroes. I
am hereby attempting to redress that balance
a bit!
In this book I have chosen 12 foremothers
and decided to represent each by an image of
a uterus; we don’t know what these historical
women looked like, but we can say with
certainty that each had a womb!

hand-built porcelain,
3x20x24 inches,
variable

This is a whimsical sculpture, a love letter
created out of pure white porcelain. The
actual alphabet is imaginary, a combination
of cuneiform and other geometric shapes,
like an elemental writing.
I work a lot in different clays and
particularly love the feel, delicacy and
limitations of porcelain.
This piece invites the viewer to fill in the
blanks, to decipher the symbols and create
his own love letter to fit in to the outline.

In each instance I have painted a uterus with
ovaries, and written within it the individual’s
name in Hebrew and English. The relevant
source from the Bible, with the reference, is
recorded in English nearby, with some of the
original in Hebrew too. Below is a translation
of the Hebrew in each case:
Sarah

Listen to her voice

Tamar

She is more righteous than I

Shifra and Puah

And they did not do

Zipporah

So Zipporah took

Achsa

Give me a present

Yael

And she drove the pin

Devora

And she summoned and
directed (him)

Chanah, Abigail,
Ruth and Esther

the English is a direct
translation of the Hebrew

$250

Ruth Schreiber
www.ruthschreiber.com
+972 2 5619445
+972 544 429996
Ruth@Schreibers.com

Rebecca Elaine Shewmaker
reb.shewmaker@gmail.com
956-607-1128

1st Word from Last Words, collagraph, 2016, $75
Last Words explores the seven phrases spoken by Christ during his crucifixion as recorded in
the Gospels. Each collagraph contains Christ’s words along with additional biblical quotations.
The collagraph plates were made using canvas, puff paint, fabric, cardboard and thread.
Scriptural references are Luke 23:21, 34-35, John 19:15.

Lord’s Prayer from Compline, acrylic on paper, 2016, $100

“Worthy Words,”
Craig Marshal Wilson,
10/12/16, Watercolor,
9” x 6”, $225.00
Words…God spoke…we speak. Everything
that proceedeth (or not) from our tongues has a
profound effect on the world and those around
us. In fact, if the eyes and ears are what moves
and shapes us on the inside, it is our mouths
that shape and move our outsides. It is no
wonder that this ability is one that should be
“guarded” above all others.
Our words start with a thought, and a thought
has its basis in words. And that thought, spoken
or not, has the power to move mountains, for
better or for worse. I AM NOT speaking
metaphorically about this ability. Our words
give permission to what is on the inside,
especially once we put it out into the world.
THAT IS POWER! And it is our responsibility
to wield our words with wisdom.
We gossip, we promise, we tell tales and speak
lies…all the while wondering why in the world
the words are welling up from behind our teeth.
I can’t count the number of times I have answered someone with an outright untruth, or said something
negative or harsh about someone else and marveled as to why the expressions came tumbling out like
boulders in a rockslide. And the repercussions of the seemingly innocent stones of sound are much more
profound than you can ever know. Words CAN break bones and they CAN hurt you!!!
So how then shall we speak? We have an exemplary example in Christ. He NEVER lied, He
NEVER gossiped. He always spoke TRUTH. Because He was perfect both inside and out, His words
were a balm to the sick and the destitute and a sword to the hypocrite and the thief. His words created
the universe, changed the world, and presented a path to ultimate deliverance and salvation. We are
incapable of this kind of pure language, it is only through an acceptance of Jesus as our Lord and Savior
that we can even recognize the need to guard our communication, much less begin to change the
syllables that speak sin. Ask Him and He will save your speaking, sprinkling His Spirit and solving your
speech…Selah!!!

As an illustrator and calligrapher,
my mission is to take others' works their deeds, histories, words - and
design art to elevate and honor that
person. Old, tattered, shelved
volumes have been resurrected to
new life for new generations. Covers,
cloth and paper binding fragments
are original.
I include a portrait.
The face of Whittier is penned with
his poem, My Soul and I, after 37
years as an Abolitionist. The
graphite drawing of Jesus is only an
inference of his crown of thorns,
making it a suitable portrait of our
suffering Savior.

Dunbar on Whittier
16x20, sumi, walnut & metallic inks, leather, book binding
fragments…NFS

The poem to the right of Whittier's
portrait was written in tribute to him
by Paul Laurence Dunbar, the son of
a former slave. Across the bottom are
the titles of some of his poems
written in defense of the slave.
A well-used Bible, I separated the
Old and New Testaments,
processing the pages into a roughlytextured writing surface. The barelyvisible Roman letters are names of
the promised Messiah.
Beverly Womack
www.lignwork.com lignwork@gmail.com
450 Via de Leon, Placentia CA 92870
714 390 2088

Old Testament Revisited
16x20, hand-made paper, sumi and metallic inks, goldleaf,
book fragments, graphite, embroidery thread… $1200

The Gallery Board of

This is a group of genuine “worker bees”! Volunteers all, they are not merely names on a list, but each of these people
put in countless hours doing all of the behind the scenes activities associated with being responsible for a professional art
gallery: from planning, organizing, researching, dreaming, and publicizing and creatively maintaining the gallery space,
to doing the very physical work of installing visual art.
This is a wonderful and wonderfully creative group with which to work. If the gallery has been successful over these past
five years, it is thanks to their continued service and enthusiastic support of the ministry.
Dorothy Bilgrav – AWW**
Charlotte Gudorp - AWW
Charles Gudorp – Tech Advisor – Installation Expert
Geralyn Hearn - AWW
Laura Hopkins - Digital Consultant
Robert Hopkins – Digital Consultant
Deb Nilson Kmetz- AWW
Nino LaStella - AWW
Anne Lemay - AWW
Carol Pepe - AWW
Richard Quaintance - AWW
John Sharp – Installation Expert
Helen Stapley - AWW
Ann Marie Stone – Reception Coordinator
Florence Tracey – Treasurer
Tony Warn – AWW
**AWW – Always Willing to Work
Linda Vonderschmidt-LaStella - Director
Karina Davis – Assistant to the Pastor
Edward Zelley – Pastor
Think you would enjoy being part of this group? Helping to plan exhibits and develop programming for the gallery?
We’re always looking for additional enthusiasm, more dreamers, others willing to work…
Talk to one of us about that!
Catalogue produced and printed by Karina Davis

